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The New Superlight Full-Size Cart, ONLY 14,850 kg
9 April 2013 – Ferentino (FR), ITALY. Iacobucci HF is pleased to display - worldwide premiere at AIX 2013 in
Hamburg - its New Superlight Cart Line - FULL-SIZE ONLY 14,850 kg. A new food & beverage trolley which sets the
bar higher for all competitors.
Since the takeover of the trolley business for aviation in 2010 from old family company, Iacobucci HF has worked at
the development of a new lightweight trolley of top quality performance and durability. The company has heavily
invested in the research and testing of new design and materials to answer airlines' new needs and demands. The
Iacobucci HF new Superlight Full-Size Cart for Commercial Air carriers which ensures quality - a backbone of
Iacobucci trolley system for 40 years - lightweight, customization, endurance and low cost of ownership is the
right response to those questions.

The new Iacobucci HF Super Light Cart, Full-Size in ATLAS standard, only weights 14,850. "It is one of the lightest
cart available in the market today and above all it represents the toughest, durable lightweight trolley in the
aviation" Pascal Jallier, newly appointed Head of Sales & Programs, comments. "The new Superlight Cart can be
ordered with first deliveries on the second part of the year.

The new cart is a combination of aluminium and composite material thus ensuring maximum strength and product
lifetime. The modular structure design ensures easy repair and parts substitution in addition to the possibility to
add features and accessories based on customers requests. "The New Superlight Full-Size Cart has a new double
latch feature, improved wheels and breaking system and increased thermo properties thanks to the new
composite material used for customizable side panels" Waldo Santilli, Head of Design Organization, says.

About Iacobucci HF Group
Iacobucci HF Group is a worldwide leader, manufacturer and distributor of galley inserts, seating products and
accessories for aerospace industry. With 40 years of experience and 400 skilled employees, focusing on research &
development and customers, the company excels in engineering, design, innovation, quality manufacturing and
certification for both commercial and business aviation of Espresso Machines, Coffee Makers, Water Heaters, Trash
compactors, Trolleys and VIP Seats. With headquarter in Ferentino and industrial sites in Lecce and Patrica (Italy),
Iacobucci HF is made of experienced Catìa industrial designers, highly skilled engineers, qualified craftsman who
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conceive state-of-the-art products for the aeronautical markets. Thanks to its premium, durable and innovative
products and top customer service the company is the 1st choice among elite Airlines and private jet customers
throughout the world.
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